ALCHEMY TOURS

TUSCANY VINO &
VINYASA YOGA RETREAT
Some say you can fall in love with a place just as you can with a person. This
is certainly true of Toscana! The tastes, sights and people of Tuscany will
nourish your spirit and renew your sense of joy. Experiencing life under the
Tuscan sun is something that stays with you forever. In Italy, you slow down
to enjoy each breath, each sip of chianti, each taste of antipasto. You may in
fact realize that you are actually home: the home of your heart. And life will
never be the same after that. Tuscany teaches us to savor each moment and
live inspired by the details that might have otherwise passed us by. Our
combined 15 years of guiding in Italy has ensures that you will experience
the joy of La Dolce Vita (The Sweet Life) with us. Plan now for the most
authentic Tuscan experience. As Frances Mayes writes in Under the Tuscan
Sun: "Life offers you a thousand chances...all you have to do is take one."
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Ciao Amici!
Join our 7 Day Italian Adventure to
Tuscany, in the Heart of Renaissance
Italy, guided by Yoga Teacher,
Healer, Author and International
Guide Silvia Mordini who is
passionate about Tuscany, has lived
in Italy on and off her entire life, and
is experienced in the culture! We
will be guests at Antico Borgo di
Tignano recognized by UNESCO as
a World Heritage Site focusing on
Tuscan traditions. Stay in your own 10th century restored villa all with
private baths. Peacefully nestled into the hills with epic views of Casole
d’Elsa and Volterra in the distance, this is the perfect entryway into the
Tuscan countryside.
We will travel to many famous Art Cities, including: Florence,
Monteriggioni, Siena, Radda in Chianti, San Gimignano, Castellina in
Chianti, Tignano, Volterra, Petriolo Natural Hot Springs & Spa, Casole
d’Elsa, and Colle Val d’Elsa. Lingering with iconic art, architecture, and
design punctuated with wine, food, fashion, and fun, you will experience
the real sensuousness of Tuscany and understand why it is on everyone’s
bucket list! Many people decide to spend some time after our trip, to build
on the foundation, and we highly recommend it!
This week is all about recharging. We will move at a relaxed pace;
participation in any event is not mandatory and there will be plenty of time
offered to explore on your own. You will certainly have time to re-learn the
art of relaxation or as the Italians say “Il Bel Fai Niente,” set mindful goals,
and renew your entire sense of well-being.
Grazie & Namaste,
Silvia & the Alchemy Tours Team
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WHAT’S
INCLUDED
• 6 nights/7 days of chic accommodation ALL
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

private bathrooms
Delicious Tuscan daily breakfast, lunch, dinner
and all snacks and drinks for each day’s
activities
Pickup and Return Shuttle from Florence (value
$150 per person)
All private transportation during the trip to art
cities
Visits included to: Florence, Monteriggioni,
Siena, Radda in Chianti, Castellina in Chianti,
Volterra, Tignano, Petriolo Natural Hot Springs
& Spa, Casole d’Elsa, Colle Val d’Elsa
Tuscan Cooking Class
Mini-Italian language & culture
class
12 Yoga classes with Silvia Mordini
Type of Yoga: Mindful Vinyasa
Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Slow Flow
Yoga, Yin Yoga
Guided Meditation & Pranayama
Writing and wellness coaching
with Silvia Mordini
Social hours on select evenings
Aperitivo in Siena
Dharma talks guided Silvia
Mordini
Entrance fees to all group events
A special goodie bag
Comprehensive trip literature throughout the year

INVESTMENT
$1999 per person Triple Room
$2108 per person Double Room
$2699 Single Room
BOOK NOW:
$500 deposit to hold your spot
Alchemytours.com
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ITINERARY
DAY 1
Afternoon:
10:30am Meet in the lobby of the Hotel
Palazzo Vecchio (via Cennini 4, 50123,
Florence, Italy), Visit Piazzale Michelangelo
and Giardino delle Rose, Tour Florence
1:00pm Arrive for Lunch at Antico Borgo di
Tignano & Brief Logistics Talk
1:30pm Pool time, R&R, Naps
Evening:
5:30pm Welcome Yoga Practice
7:30pm Sunset Aperitivo
8:00pm Welcome Dinner
Post Dinner Solstice Celebration
Giardino delle Rose (Rose Garden) houses a
collection of roses, lemons, and other plants,
as well as a Japanese garden. It contains
about 400 varieties of roses for a total of
about 1,200 plants.The garden was created in
1865 by Giuseppe Poggi, who also designed
the piazzale, on behalf of the City of Florence
in anticipation of moving the capital of Italy
from Turin. It covers about one hectare of
land which offers a panoramic view of the city,
sandwiched between viale Poggi, via di San
Salvatore and via dei Bastioni.
Piazzale Michelangelo offers panoramic views
of Florence and the Arno valley.The Piazzale
Michelangelo is dedicated to the city’s most
famous Renaissance artist Michelangelo
Buonarroti. At the center of the square stands
a replica of his most famous statue, the David.
The bronze statue is set on a large pedestal,
decorated with replicas of allegorical statues
depicting day, night, dusk and dawn.
DAY 2
Morning:
8:00am Yoga Practice
9:30am Breakfast
10:30am Depart for Monteriggioni
11:30am Castle Tour & Shopping
alchemytours.com

1:00pm Picnic Lunch in Monteriggioni
Monteriggioni is, without doubt, one of the
most classical and best known Italian walled
town. Since the Middle Age its fame was so
big that also the great poet Dante Alighieri
makes sign to his ’round enclosure’ in the
Divine Comedy (Hell, chant XXXI vv. 40-41).
Recently a part of the wall walk of the town
walls has been restored and made accessible.
From the top of the walled circuit, it is
possible to admire the surrounding
countryside towards Chianti and the Valdelsa
and to enjoy a unique view of the town and
its fortifications.
Afternoon:
2:30pm Siena
6:00pm Aperitivo on Il Campo (At Bar Il
Palio), Siena
Siena preserves its medieval character to a
remarkable degree, and has been largely
unspoilt by new buildings. In fact Siena
retains a ward-centric culture from medieval
times. Each ward (contrada) is represented by
an animal or mascot, and has its own
boundary and distinct identity. Ward rivalries
are most rampant during the annual horse
race (Palio) in the Piazza del Campo.
Evening:
8:00pm Dinner
9:00pm Restorative Yoga Practice
DAY 3
Morning:
8:00am Yoga Practice
9:00am Breakfast
Afternoon:
Bicycle around the Tuscan Hillside
Afternoon:
12:30pm Lunch at the Borgo
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ITINERARY
1:30pm Depart for Radda in Chianti
2:30pm Radda in Chianti walking tour and
wine tasting

wonderful countryside around Siena. It is
situated 70km from Florence and 35km from
the town of Siena.

Radda in Chianti is situated on a hill covered
with woods and extensive vineyards forming
the watershed between the Pesa and Arbia
valleys. The structure of the medieval village
is still intact; it grew up elliptically around the
church of San Nicolò, of 14th century origin
and the Palazzo Pretorio. Built about 1415, its
facade is adorned with the coats of arms of
the podestà (chief magistrates), the latter is
now the seat of the municipality.

Originally it was a domain of the Bishop of
Volterra but in the middle of the 13th century
it passed under the control of Siena. The
Sienese strengthened the fortifications
because of its strategical position. In 1554
Casole surrended, after strenuous resistance,
to the imperial and Florentine armies during
the war against Siena. The dualism between
Siena and Volterra still survives in the daily
life of Casole for political purposes it is in the
Province of Siena, whereas it falls under the
Diocese of Volterra for religious matters.
Verrocchio Art School Tuscany Italy.

Just outside the village, in the Vignale farm,
are the headquarters of the Chianti Classico
consortium (its symbol is the black-cockerel,
the former emblem of the League of Chianti),
and the Centro di Studi Chiantigiani (Centre
for Chianti Studies), founded in 1984, with a
small library and an archive devoted to the
history of Chianti and its agriculture. The
Montevertine farm, near the village, houses
the small Museo del Chianti, with displays
relating to the farming community.
Evening:
6:30pm Yoga Practice
8:00pm Dinner at the Borgo
DAY 4
Morning:
8:00am Breakfast
9:30am Yoga Practice
Explore Casole d’Elsa by foot
Casole d’Elsa is a comune (municipality) in
the Province of Siena in the Italian region
Tuscany, located about 50 km southwest of
Florence and about 25 km west of Siena. It is
a charming medieval hilltop town situated in
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Evening:
7:00pm Dinner
8:30pm Restorative Yoga Practice
DAY 5
Morning:
7:30am Yoga
9:00am Breakfast
10:00am Explore San Gimignano (Market
Day)—try World’s Best Gelato and Tasting
Sensation (cheese, wine, olive oil…)
‘San Gimignano delle belle Torri’ served as
an important relay point for pilgrims
travelling to or from Rome on the Via
Francigena. The patrician families who
controlled the town built around 72 towerhouses (some as high as 50 m) as symbols of
their wealth and power. Although only 14
have survived, San Gimignano has retained
its feudal atmosphere and appearance. The
town also has several masterpieces of 14thand 15th-century Italian art.
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ITINERARY
The People’s Palace is one of the most important
monuments of San Gimignano, being both the
home of the Civic Museum and rich in paintings
by the Florentine and Sienese schools (dating
from the 13th century) such as the “Crucifix”,
painted by Coppo di Marcovaldo, the triptyches
by Niccolò Tegliacci and Taddeo di Bartolo
dating from the 14th century, and other
important works of art dating from the 15th
century painted by Domenico Michelino,
Pinturicchio and Filippino Lippi.
Afternoon:
2:00pm Lunch at the Borgo (Post lunch:
Optional Massages & pool time)

Afternoon:
2:00pm Lunch at the Borgo (Post lunch:
Optional Massages & pool time)
Evening:
7:00pm Yoga
8:30pm Bruschetta Class & Dinner
DAY 6
Morning:
7:00am Breakfast
7:30am Depart for Beach Day
on the Mediterranean!
Afternoon:
11:00am Arrive Fonteblanda
12:00pm Catered lunch at
Beach Club
1:30pm Depart for Petriolo
Natural Hot Springs & Spa

The spas at the Petriolo are open from May
to October. The Petriolo’s thermal baths are
very ancient. The Romans knew and
appreciated them. It is very likely that these
are the baths mentioned by the orator Marco
Tullio Cicero in his pro Marco Caelio.
Of the original baths, composed by four
groined vaulted rooms, only one room still
exists. It opens onto the river Farma with
arches built on octagonal pillars.
Evening:
7:00pm Restorative Yoga Practice
8:30pm Final Dinner & Inspiration!
DAY 7
Morning:
8:00am Closing Yoga Practice
10:00am Brunch
12:00am Departures – Ciao for now!
1:00pm Arrive Florence

At the Petriolo, you can
indulge at the brand new spa
center by the natural hot
pools, which offers massage,
beauty and health treatments,
or you can enjoy the hot springs (43°C), open
to the public free of charge, where you can
relax in the pools along the banks of the river
Farma.
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PIAZZALE MICHAELANGELO
The spacious
square was laid out
in 1860 by
Giuseppe Poggi, a
local architect who
is also known for
his creation of
boulevards around
the center of
Florence. The
boulevards and
square were
created as part of
the so-called
'Risanamento', a
late nineteenth-century urban modernization project which also resulted in the
creation of the Piazza della Repubblica.
The Piazzale Michelangelo is dedicated to the city's most famous Renaissance
artist Michelangelo Buonarroti. At the center of the square stands a replica of his
most famous statue, the David. The bronze statue is set on a large pedestal,
decorated with replicas of allegorical statues depicting day, night, dusk and dawn.
The original marble statue of David can be seen in the Galleria dell'Accademia;
the original allegorical statues are in the Medici Chapels of the San Lorenzo
Basilica.
The Piazzale Michelangelo is busy year round; but despite the tourists the square
is well worth a visit thanks to the magnificent views over the city of Florence with
the Tuscan hills providing a scenic backdrop. You have a clear view of a number of
the city's most important landmarks, including the Duomo, Ponte Vecchio and
Palazzo Vecchio.
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GIARDINO DELLE ROSE
This beautiful park is in the Oltrarno area below piazzale Michelangelo, on viale

Giuseppe Poggi. The Giardino delle Rose (Rose Garden) houses a collection of
roses, lemons, and other plants, as well as a Japanese garden. It contains about 400
varieties of roses for a total of about 1,200 plants. The garden was created in 1865
by Giuseppe Poggi, who also designed the piazzale, on behalf of the City of
Florence in anticipation of moving the capital of Italy from Turin. It covers about one
hectare of land which offers
a panoramic view of the
city, sandwiched between
viale Poggi, via di San
Salvatore and via dei
Bastioni. The land belonged
Padri Filippini, who also
owned a house and farm
called San Francesco, then
Attilio Pucci redeisgned to
space full of terraces and
walls to create a collection
of roses.
In 1895, the garden was
opened to the public
during the Festival of Arts
and Flowers that the Fine
Arts Society and the Italian
Society of Horticulture
organized every May. Built
according to the French
model, the garden has a
bucolic natural setting, yet it
was streamlined to
accommodate the Italian
style. Of particular interest
is the advanced irrigation
system, near the square,
and a pipeline that carries
water up to numerous outlets in the garden.
In 1998, the Rose Garden was enriched by a space donated by the Japanese
architect Yasuo Kitayama, the Japanese Shorai oasis, given to Florence from its twin
city in Kyoto.
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BASILICA SAN MINIATO AL MONTE
San Miniato al Monte: Just a short walk along the Viale Galilei brings you to a series
of flights of stairs which lead to the picturesque San Miniato al Monte, a historic
church built in the eleventh century. And don't miss the church's cemetery; it
features a number of impressive ornamented tombs.
San Miniato al Monte is a basilica standing atop one of the highest points in the city.
It has been described as one of the finest Romanesque structures in Tuscany and
one of the most scenic churches in Italy!
The geometrically patterned marble façade was probably begun in about 1090,
although the upper parts date from the 12th century or later, financed by the
Florentine Arte di Calimala (cloth merchants’ guild), who were responsible for the
church’s upkeep from 1288. The eagle which crowns the façade was their symbol.
The campanile collapsed in 1499 and was replaced in 1523, although it was never
finished. During the siegeof Florence in 1530 it was used as an artillery post by the
defenders and Michelangelo had it wrapped in mattresses to protect it from enemy
fire.
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SIENA
Siena is a town in
central Tuscany that
counts 59,000
inhabitants and it is
the capital of the
Siena province. It is
one of the most
fascinating towns in
Tuscany, not only for
its sights, but also for
its surroundings. It
preserves its
medieval character
to a remarkable degree, and has been largely unspoilt by new buildings. Piazza
del Campo is one of the most famous squares in Italy, where the great Palio
horserace takes place. In fact Siena retains a ward-centric culture from medieval
times. Each ward (contrada) is represented by an animal or mascot, and has its
own boundary and distinct
identity. Ward rivalries are
most rampant during the
annual horse race (Palio) in
the Piazza del Campo.
In the first half of the 14th
century the Sienese school
of painting produced
several artists such as
Duccio di Buoninsegna,
Simone Martini, Pietro and
Ambrogio Lorenzetti, whose
works are shown in the Pinacoteca, in the Palazzo Pubblico, and in the Museo
dell'Opera del Duomo.
The streets is Siena are steep as it was built on a ridge, so it is often necessary to
cross a deep valley in order to get to the other side of the town. Consequently
you need several days to visit every treasure of the town, which has to be done
necessarily on foot.
From the hilltop of the town, there is a wonderful varied panorama which
includes Monte Amiata and the metalliferous hills, as well as the clay downs of
Asciano and the wooded district of Montagnola. To the north, the scenery
changes once again, with the densely cultivated hills of the Chianti.
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MONTERIGGIONI
Monteriggioni is, without doubt, one of the most classical and best known Italian
walled town. Since the Middle Age its fame was so big that also the great poet
Dante Alighieri makes sign to his
'round enclosure' in the Divine
Comedy (Hell, chant XXXI vv.
40-41). The town walls, nearly
intact, cover a length of 570
meters and are alternated by 14
towers andtwo gates. The
Senese Gate is at the base of a
square tower while the Florence
Gate is opened in the curtain
and defended from one of the
towers of the fortified perimeter.
The town was built by the Senesis in the years 1213-1219 on a hilltop
overlooking of the Cassia Road. Its ideal position allowed to control the Elsa and
the Staggia Valleys in direction in Florence, the historic enemy of Siena, that at
that time was rapidly expanding its territory.
The hill where Monteriggioni rises is natural, even if it could seem a great
'motte' (from the name of the classical Norman castles 'Motte-and-Bailey' built on
artificial hills and gifted of enclosure), and the circular, almost perfectly, layout of
the walls was obtained simply following the sketch of the ground's curves of
level. In the planning was tried of to limit the weak points for excellence, the
gates, entrusting the only connections with the outside only to a east to west
crossing road. To Monteriggioni the military
building work appears physically distinguished
by the inhabited area confined to its inside but
well separated from the walls from a 'territory of
respect', although in the ancient times the
inhabited area has been more intense than today
and consequently with a more narrow band of
separation. The hamlet that we can admire our
daysis essentially authentic, being ever been
object of building and tourist speculations. The
only changes to its aspect happened in the first
years of the 16th century when, trying to conform
the fortifications to the development of the new
fire weapons, were lowered the towers and
accumulated earth at the base of the walls with
the purpose to get a bastionated effect.
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RADDA IN CHIANTI
This village (53Om, pop: 1,655) is situated on a hill covered with woods and
extensive vineyards forming the watershed between the Pesa and Arbia valleys.
Formerly belonging to the Guidi family, it came under Florentine control in 1203.
After being fortified in 1400 it was, from 1415 onwards, head of the League of
Chianti, and it preserves the remains of its ancient walls.
The structure of the medieval village is still intact; it grew up elliptically around
the church of San Nicolò, of 14th century origin and the Palazzo Pretorio. Built
about 1415, its facade is adorned with the coats of arms of the podestà (chief
magistrates), the latter is now the seat of the municipality. Just outside the village,
in the Vignale farm, are the headquarters of the Chianti Classico consortium (its
symbol is the black-cockerel, the former emblem of the League of Chianti), and
the Centro di Studi Chiantigiani (Centre for Chianti Studies), founded in 1984,
with a small library and an archive devoted to the history of Chianti and its
agriculture. The Montevertine farm, near the village, houses the small Museo del
Chianti, with displays relating to the farming community.
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CASTELLINA IN CHIANTI
The city's origins go back to
Etruscan times and came
under Florentine control
starting in the 12th century
when it became an
important outpost due to its
strategic position between
Florence and Siena. It was
destroyed and rebuilt many
times during the battles
between the two cities and
every time the town was
reconstructed with bigger
defensive walls. Legend has it
that even Brunelleschi was asked
to work on the project of new
walls for the town.
Along the ancient walls an
impressive underground tunnel
used by the guards back then
remains, now called Via della
Volte which today is a fascinating
tunnel with shops and
restaurants. I suggest you walk down the tunnel during different times of the day
so that you can admire the view of the surrounding Chianti countryside with
various degrees of light from the small windows along the tunnel. The tunnel
itself goes around the city and encloses the delightful city center, itself divided by
its main street, Via Ferruccio. Here you'll find many shops, workshops, restaurants
and important palaces such as Palazzo Banciardi and Palazzo Squarcialupi, both
belonging to local noble families. Inside Palazzo Squarcialupi the Enoteca
Antiquaria is now housed, a wine shop for over a 100 years old which represents
an important historical archive of wine and which has helped preserving the
original characteristics of Chianti Classico wine itself.
The Church of San Salvatore deserves a visit. It was rebuilt in 1945 after the
devastation of WWII but which still displays a valuable fresco by Lorenzo Bicci
depicting the Virgin Mary with Child and a wooden statue from the Renaissance.
A few steps away from the city center, theFortress with its tall tower offers a
stunning panorama of the town and countryside. Inside the Fortress is the
headquarters of the Municipality and the Archeological Museum of Chianti,
displaying important archeological findings from the surroundings that testify to
the ancient origins of the Chianti region.

ABOUT VOLTERRA
Volterra is one of the most important towns in Tuscany: its unique position and its
ancient history leaves everyone enchanted. It is located in the east side of the province
of Pisa on the borderline of the province of Siena, and located on a hill 550 m above
the sea level. And dominates the whole valley of the river Cecina. An open serene
landscape surrounds the town: it's the ideal place for excursions on foot, on horse
back or by bicycle.
Volterra's history dates back
from the Etruscan period to
the 19th century with artistic
and monumental traces of
great importance. Volterra is
prevalently Medieval and yet
cherishes abundant evidence
of the Etruscan period: for
instance the Porta all’Arco
(the Etruscan gate) which
dates from the 4th century
B.C., and the Acropolis, the
defensive walls which are still visible in parts of the town.
The Roman period is attested by the important remains of the Teatro di Vallebona
which date back to the Augustan period, the Baths and an enormous rectangular
water cistern.
The Middle Ages are not only visible in its urban structure but too in its buildings, its
house-towers and churches: the Palazzo dei Priori, a 13th century building, the Palazzo
Pretorio, with its crenellated Tower of the Little Pig, the pair of towers of Buonparenti
and Bonaguidi family, the house-towers of Toscano family, the Cathedral (12th
century), the Baptistry (13th century) streaked with Volterran stone, the conventual
Church of San Francesco with its adjacent chapel of the Croce di Giorno, the Church
of San Michele and of San Alessandro.
The Renaissance period has influenced Volterra in a particular way, however without
changing the Medieval atmosphere. Today Volterra has 3 museums of considerable
artistic and historical value. The Museo Guarnacci, The Pinacoteca and the Museo
Civico.
Finally the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo is noteworthy for the variety and quantity of
ecclesiastical vestments, the collection of gold reliquary, the illuminated manuscripts
and the 14th century sculptures of the Sienese school.
Volterra is not yet touched by the stress of contemporary life and visitors who come to
Volterra have the immediate impression of stepping into the past, of being in a
particular place with its narrow Medieval streets and the enigma of its Etruscan origins.
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CASTIGLIONE DELLA PESCAIA
While Umbrians and Etruscans were most likely the first inhabitants of its location,
Castiglione della Pescaia was first recorded under the name Salebrone in Roman
times. The hill close to the coast proved to be an excellent location, as it
dominated the sizable inland Prelius Lake, while the lake itself provided food
(fish) and trading goods (salt).
In Medieval times, the city suffered from repeated pirate attacks and almost
disappeared. It resurfaced in the 9th century AD under its current name, under
joint protection of the Papacy and the Republic of Pisa.
The Pisans used Castiglione as a key element in their system of defence along the
Tyrrhenian coast.
They built first a
single tower on
top of the hill,
later expanded
that to three
towers joined by a
wall that became
the nucleus of the
citadel. The three
towers of
Castiglione
dominate the city
seal to this day.
In the 13th
century, Castiglione became an independent comune. Meanwhile, the river
Ombrone had started silting up Lake Prile, which soon became a lagoon. In this
newformed lagoon, malaria mosquitoes took hold, weakening the population of
Castiglione. The city requested protection from various powers (Siena, the Medici,
Aragon) and finally became part of the Grand Dukedom of Tuscany under the
dynasty of Lorraine.
The house of Lorraine started a series of projects that greatly enhanced the lives
of Castiglionesi. The swamps were drained over decades, increasing the amount
of arable land, as well as killing off the malaria carrying mosquitoes.
After Tuscany became part of Italy in 1859, Castiglione became a comune in the
province of Grosseto.
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PETRIOLO THERMAL BATHS & NATURAL HOT
SPRINGS
At the Petriolo, you can
indulge at the brand new
spa center by the natural hot
pools, which offers massage,
beauty and health
treatments, or you can enjoy
the hot springs (43°C), open
to the public free of charge,
where you can relax in the
pools along the banks of the
river Farma.
The spas at the Petriolo are
open from May to October.
The Petriolo’s thermal baths are very ancient.
The Romans knew and appreciated them. It is
very likely that these are the baths mentioned
by the orator Marco Tullio Cicero in his pro
Marco Caelio.
Recently, Roman tombs have been found in
the area, proof of a long time recognition of
the beneficial effects of this water. It is
without doubt that these hot springs were
highly appreciated in the Middle ages and
during the Renaissance period. As early as
1215, the Republic of Siena maintained a
series of “stationes”, a sort of “bathing hut” for
single “bathers”, similar to today’s beach
cabins.
Many important people are known to have frequented the Petriolo thermal baths:
the Medici, Lords of Florence, the Gonzaga, Lords of Manuta and leading
exponents of the Church including Pope Pious II Piccolomini.
Also of note are the remains of the ancient walls built in 404 in the typical Sienese
architectural style, which are the only exisitng example of fortifies thermae
(fortified thermal baths).
Of the original baths, composed by four groined vaulted rooms, only one room
still exists. It opens onto the river Farma with arches built on octagonal pillars.
Besides the hot springs, the Farma river is perfect for bathing and swimming, and
twitter/instagram :
the
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ABOUT WHERE WE STAY
Antico Borgo di Tignano - Loc. Tignano Strada Provinciale, 52 di Casole
d’Elsa (Siena) - 56048 Volterra (Pisa)

The village of Tignano is a rural
complex dating back to the early
1600s, but its name refers to an
ancient Roman origin. It is said that in
the fourth century A. D. Santa Attinia
was born here, one of the saints highly
venerated in Volterra. Among its most
famous guests was Pope Pius IX who
hosted the Piarist of Volterra in1800 at
the Village.
Located in the beautiful Tuscan
countryside, the village of Tignano, is
the perfect place for those who wish
to combine art and nature. Its strategic
location makes it the ideal base to visit the major Tuscan cities such as Siena (45 km), Volterra (20
km), San Gimignano (22 Km), Florence (70 km) Pisa (80 Km) or excursions to visit the 'unspoiled’
countryside. The houses of the village has been completely renovated with lush gardens, which
with its texture of herbs, bushes of juniper, myrtle and mastic shows the typical varieties found in
the Mediterranean region, with its intense fragrance.
The actual Borgo was a 16th century rural residence. Its original name, Borgo di Tignano, has
Roman origins. It is the probable birth-place, in the 4th century, of Saint Attinia, a venerated saint
from the Volterra area. Amongst its illustrious guests in the 1800’s, during the time the Borgo
was a summer retreat from the ‘Scolopi‘ fathers, was Pope Pius the ninth.
In the local tradition, one says that the Berignone Forest, which faces the Borgo, is what inspired
Dante Alighieri to write about the "Selva Oscura"--the location in which his Divine Comedy story
starts. The gardens of the Borgo, with lavendar-lined paths combine with aromatic herbs, juniper
hedges, myrtle and evergreens to reproduce a Mediterranean environment. The characteristic
‘Osteria’, which used to be the old olive press, is the ideal place for a romantic candlelight dinner
overlooking the amazing countryside, or a light lunch on the panoramic terrace.
The Village of Tignano borders one of the most beautiful and prized areas of the region called
the Val di Cecina. The area, in fact, has three nature reserves known as "SCI" (Sites of Community
Interest): Montenero, Monterufoli-Caselli and Berignone.
Also located in the village are two elements typical of the great rural communities of an earlier
time: an exquisite rustic chapel and a large wood-burning oven in perfect working order.
The ceilings of several buildings were cleverly reconstructed by using the original volticciole
filler. On the top floors, the exposed roof is entirely rebuilt using traditional techniques, exposing
the original beautiful wood beams and joists. The plaster used in the walls is a mixture of rustic
local compounds and alternated with original brick and stone. The historic village of Tignano
was designed as a place where people can feel as comfortable as if in their own living rooms
and homes and not as tourists.
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FOOD &
DINING

Our host Gabriella
is not only a great
architect, but she is
also an amazing
chef. She takes joy
in delighting your
palate with her
favorite, local dishes--which is the best way to
discover the authentic, Tuscan cuisine.
Housed in the former mill, the restaurant can
accommodate up to 60 people. Ethnic furniture is
combined with traditional furnishings, creating a pleasant and relaxed atmosphere. This historic and
prized Volticciole ceiling dates back to the early 1800’s. The bar in the restaurant offers the
opportunity to sample local wines, cocktails and of course our beloved cappuccino. The restaurant
looks onto a large terrace where you can have breakfast or dine by candlelight.
“While we feed your body, the beautiful countryside and distant village nourishes your spirit!”
Lose yourself in natural beauty, brilliant sunsets usher in a night skies full of stars. We have a holistic
view of hospitality, and especially food. That is why the cuisine is closely linked to the local territory
and its products. Good health comes from using the fresh natural resources that surround us and
using them with intelligence and love. We will enjoy authentic local Mediterranean dishes: ancient
delicacies bursting with flavors, from the simplest to the more elaborate Tuscan recipes.
We would like you to experience the magic that made the famous 17th century politician Bettino
Ricasoli say, “a cuisine created by the poor that delights kings.” Walk with us through the paths of
tradition, the seasonal variations, creating dishes with wild herbs and spices, rosemary, sage, and
basil. You will also smell and taste local flowers in various dishes such as petals of acacia, rose petal
tart, risotto with zucchini flowers. For cheese lovers, you will be spoiled at the vast selection, from the
nearby dairy artisan, who supply the restaurant with their best local products: fresh pecorino cheese
made with raw milk and vegetable rennet, fresh ricotta, raveggiolo, and more!
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LODGING
Accommodation is in one
bedroom apartments with
private baths. The perfume of
flowers and plants permeate
your villa.
A spacious swimming pool
and welcoming patio with
sun deck and lounge chairs.

All the apartments are independent,
personalized and fully furnished, with
ample garden and terrace areas for
leisure.

You will live like
a local!
Reserve your own
room now at
AlchemyTours.com
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ABOUT SILVIA

Silvia Mordini
Writer. Happiness Coach. Teacher. Healer
Spiritual Vinyasa Inspired Playful Mystical

Silvia Mordini is a Writer, Happiness Coach, Healer and internationally recognized yoga
presenter. Enthusiasm to love your life is contagious around Silvia. Her expert passion
connects people to their own joyful potential. Silvia lives her happiness in such a big way that
you can’t help but leave her workshops, trainings & retreats spiritually uplifted! Born in
Ecuador, proud of her Italian heritage and raised as a world traveler, Silvia developed a sense
of global citizenship from an early age. In young adulthood she was run over by a car—a life
changing accident that led her discover the power of yoga to heal and transform mind, body
and soul. She experienced its “Alchemy,” and and after a successful 13 year corporate career in
Human Resources with a specialism in Training &
Development she owned a Yoga Studio and developed the
10 year old international Alchemy of Yoga Teacher Training
School. She is also the Founder and visionary behind Alchemy
Tours, a Spiritual Adventure company. Silvia has been leading
adult learning programs both in and out of the corporate
world and inspiring happiness, global awareness, and joyful
living in students for over 20 years. Look for her upcoming
book “Happiness Prescriptions.”
Silvia is currently writing a book “Happiness Prescriptions”
and has a popular blog called Loving Your Life, along with
producing her “Loving Your Day” videos. Her workshops such
as Alchemy of Love, Chakra Vinyasa, Alchemy of Fire: Durga
Deliciousness, Removing the Obstacles to Happiness: Yoga
Sutras Unplugged, Drinking the Lotus, Alchemy of Yoga,
Rebel Spirit Flow, Ayurvedic Seasonal Detox and include
inspirational music, mantra, guided visualization, journaling, and meditation.
Her articles appear regularly in magazine such as Mantra Yoga and Health and on various yoga
sites such as MindBodyGreen, Yoganonymous, GaiamTV, Daily Cup of Yoga and she is the
author of the The Alchemy of Yoga blog on DoYouYoga.com. Silvia lives part-time in Seattle
near the water and the mountains. She loves making Aperol Spritz while entertaining friends at
home, and often helps others redecorate their homes. She dreams of one day living on a
beach “almost” full-time and simplifying her closet by 50%.
Silvia can be reached:
Yoga Retreats – Alchemy Tours: www.alchemytours.com
Teacher Training – Alchemy of Yoga: www.alchemyofyoga.com
Email: silvia@silviamordini.com
Twitter/Instagram: @inspiredyogagal
Facebook: Silvia Mordini
YouTube: lovingyourday
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WORDS FROM
OUR GUESTS

If you’re looking for an authentic Tuscan experience, you really can’t
beat staying at an organic family farm in the heart of Tuscany.”
“Silvia is an insightful and loving
teacher who has lifted me up more
times that I could ever keep track of.
Tuscany, Sienna and surrounding areas
- all of the day trips that we did were
wonderful. Lastly, but definitely not
least, the yoga two times a day was a
wonderful way to begin and end each
day.” -Kimberly

“This was also a very well
organized trip and our
guides deserve
tremendous credit for
leading us on some
internal exploration as
well as an external
journey through
stunningly beautiful
landscapes.” -Rich
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“You have such a gift for teaching
and such of depth of knowledge
and training, in both the physical
and spiritual aspects of yoga. And
you clearly embody all that you
teach, I admire your sense of
peace, calm, and thoughtfulness you are beautiful inside and out - I
want to bring more of these
attributes into my life.” -Karen
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